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One look is all you need to fall in 
love with the Fiat 500 Mirror and to 
appreciate all its features: from the 
interior, with its leather steering wheel 
with audio controls and the body 
coloured dashboard; to the exterior, 
with a special colour palette, electrically 

425 ELECTRONICA BLUE
metallic

adjustable heated door mirrors with 
chrome covers, special Mirror badge 
and  14’’ chrome finished wheel covers 
(or optional 15’’ alloy wheels). When 
the most intuitive technology and pop 
soul meet, a new style arises: the Fiat 
500 Mirror, a car you can’t do without.

268 BOSSA NOVA WHITE
pastel

735 TECH HOUSE GREY
special pastel

876 CROSSOVER BLACK 
metallic

111 PASODOBLE RED
special pastel

15” ALLOY WHEELS (optional)

14” CHROME FINISHED 
WHEEL COVERS (standard)

GREY/RED FABRIC GREY/LIGHT GREY FABRIC

BODY COLOURS

INTERIOR UPHOLSTERY WHEELS

Model trim levels and optional equipment may vary according to specific market or legal requirements. All data contained in this publication are purely indicative. FCA may change the models
described in this publication at any time for technical or commercial reasons. Images are for illustrative purposes and may show optional equipment. Fiat Marketing 02.2.3123.52 - S - 04/2017 - 
Printed in Italy - SO - Printed on chlorine-free paper.

The Fiat 500 Mirror is also available as a Convertible with black, red or ivory fabric roof.

N E W

Where this symbol appears in the brochure, place your hand  
on top of it for a few seconds and take a look.

N E W  F I A T  5 0 0  M I R R O R



Leather steering wheel
Body coloured dashboard

with audio controls

To enjoy Apple CarPlay connect your iPhone  
to the USB port in your car.

To enjoy Android Auto™ connect your compatible 
smartphone to the USB port in your car.

Mirror special edition badge

Electrically adjustable heated door mirrors with chrome covers

A Touchable

future
Scan this QR code with your
smartphone to discover more 
about Fiat 500 Mirror.

The future is at your fingertips more and 
more with the latest special edition of an icon 
that goes the distance. The Fiat 500 Mirror 
has arrived to give you all the pleasure of 
driving a Fiat 500 with the latest technology. 
Driving will be just as fun and easy as using 

your smartphone: with the modern Apple 
CarPlay* for iPhone and Android Auto™** 
for all other compatible devices. Every 
journey will be the perfect opportunity to 
keep in touch with your friends, optimising 
all your technology at its best.

* Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Use of the Apple 
CarPlay logo means that a vehicle user interface meets Apple 
performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation 
of this vehicle or its compliance with safety and regulatory 
standards. Please note that the use of this product with iPhone, 
iPod, or iPad may affect wireless performance.

** Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google Inc.

All of the Fiat 500 Mirror’s technology travels 
with you, wherever. It’s possible to access the 
main applications of smartphones directly on the 
7” HD touch screen of the Uconnect system 
integrated on the central console. Apple 
CarPlay* enables iPhone users to access 
Apple Maps, Apple Music, messages, phone 
and more with Siri or the Uconnect™ touchscreen. 
The Android Auto™** integration allows you to 
manage the compatible content and features on 
the device directly from the driving seat. It’ll feel 
just like using your smartphone, set to all 
your preferences. The best part is you can do 
it all sitting comfortably at the wheel of your 
new Fiat 500 Mirror, safely and without 
distraction thanks to the system’s vocal 
commands.
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